
What are open formats, and why should I care?

We rely on being able to use information, whether it is sent to us in the post, e-
mailed to us, or put up on the World Wide Web. It is now standard practice to
provide information in a way that is accessible to everyone; for example,
providing large-print, audio and Braille copies of text documents. But this
practice isn't usually carried over into the digital world. We send each other
information from our computers assuming that the recipient will be able to view
and use that information, and in most cases they can.

But a significant and growing number of people, in particular those who don't
use Microsoft's software, often can't view and use the kinds of documents often
sent. For example: those who don't spend hundreds of pounds on Microsoft
Office can't properly open Microsoft Word documents. If you send somebody who
doesn't own Microsoft Word a Word document, they will be unable to view it.

The reason is simple: Microsoft keep the technology required to open Word
documents closed, so that competing products must try to work out how to view
Word documents by trial and error (a process known as “reverse engineering”).
But though commercially lucrative, this isn't necessary, and, as should now be
apparent, it causes a lot of problems.

The solution can be found in, for example, the World Wide Web. Every web page
you visit is saved not as a Word Document, but as an HTML document. The
technology behind HTML is open, and so anyone is free to write software to
browse the Web. Furthermore, there are plenty of free browsers available. The
result is that the Web can be used on any computer, running any software, with
any disability (within reason), without further cost. Other examples include PDFs
and RTFs.

All of these technologies share one feature: they are "open formats". By this we
mean that their technical details are open to the public, and the public is free to
produce software capable of using information communicated under these
standards.
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So what should I do?

It's simple: to make digital media accessible we have an obligation to use open
formats, or at least to always make a copy available in an open format whose
content is identical to the closed format. So if, for example, I want to send a
Word Document to people, I make sure that I also send them a PDF.

To do this, you simply need to use the file formats in the list below:

Open Formats
 
For simple text: plain text (TXT) or HTML 

For formatted text: RTF or HTML 

For complicated text and images (e.g. posters, presentations): PDF or HTML 

For spreadsheets: PDF, HTML or plain text separated by commas 

For photographs: JPEG, TIFF or EPS

For diagrams: SVG, EPS or PNG 

For presentations: a PDF, a series of HTML pages or a series of JPEGs/PNGs can
all be presented in slide show form

For audio: Ideally OGG, or if not, MP3 or WAV 

For video: MPEG-2, DivX or XviD codecs preferred and MPEG or AVI containers
preferred

What formats should we not use?

Any format that is for a particular application, and where an acceptable format
can be used instead. 

For example, don't send Microsoft Word documents without an alternative copy
as well, because it is a closed format, and Plain Text, RTF or PDF are good
replacements. Making a comprehensive list for these is near impossible, so
instead try to follow this simple rule: 

If you can distribute a document in an open format, do that. If you can't (and this
is rather unlikely once you have worked out how to do it) then try to find out if
the people you are sending the document to can access it properly, to ensure you
aren't inadvertently excluding anyone. 


